Ways to learn at
Arizona State University
Fall 2020

Enrollment options

On-campus immersion

ASU Online

The custom-designed degree programs and courses are delivered 100% online by the same award-winning faculty who teach on campus. Courses are designed with an instructional design team, creating an immersive asynchronous learning experience, leveraging state-of-the-art technology and tools. Our approach provides learners with a direct connection to the knowledge and expertise of our faculty.

Course options

In-person

ASU Sync

iCourse

Most classes will include a blend of in-person and ASU Sync experiences. ASU Sync is fully interactive remote learning using live lectures via Zoom. It can be used simultaneously with in-person instruction to accommodate students in different circumstances and to enable social distancing in classrooms. The link for ASU Sync will be available in a student's class list in My ASU once the course has opened, and faculty will communicate social distancing plans before the start of class. Classes with enrollment of 100+ students will either be ASU Sync only (no in-person days) or will have enrollment reduced by adding sections.

On-campus immersion courses delivered entirely online with lectures available on demand. More than 2,400 courses will be available for fall 2020.

A small number of courses — such as labs, clinical experiences and fine arts courses that do not lend themselves to remote instruction — will be available only through on-campus, in-person instruction.